Social Security Disability Tip of the Month

New Medical Evidence Rules Can Hurt Your
Social Security Disability Claim
As of April 20, 2015, the Social Security
Administration changed some of the rules for
submitting medical evidence in Social Security
Disability Insurance ("SSDI") and Supplemental
Security Income ("SSI") disability claims. Under the
new rules someone applying for disability benefits is
required to submit ALL evidence pertaining to their
disability to SSA, regardless of whether it helps establish the disability or not.
Previously, only "material" evidence that showed you were disabled had to be
submitted.
Since the changes provide an ongoing obligation to disclose information or
evidence to SSA, these changes will impact your claim, if the decision was not
made prior to April 20, 2015. The new regulations are the same for both
Social Security Disability and SSI. They state that you or your attorney must
provide ongoing information and evidence relating to your claim to the SSA.

What This Means For Your SSD Claim
In a nutshell, this means that while in the past a person applying for SSD/SSI
benefits only had to provide evidence that helped prove they are disabled; now
they are required to provide information or submit evidence that may not help
their claim or may not even be directly related to the conditions that are
claimed to be disabling. For example, you might be claiming disability due to
a heart problem but you also see doctors for sleep apnea or diabetes. Even if
you don't claim those other conditions are disabling you, you must now make
Social Security aware of them.
If you are in the process of trying to obtain SSI/SSDI, these changes will
impact you and your disability claim. You must now tell Social Security about
ANY medical professional you have seen for ANY condition that might limit
your ability to work in any situation. Even if you were having a medical exam
for life insurance, or you saw a doctor one time and chose not to use him or
her, you have to report this to Social Security. While these new regulations
place the burden of disclosing all contact with medical professionals on you, it
places the burden of obtaining the referenced records on both you and on
Social Security. This means that the already over worked staff tasked with
medical development and disability evaluations will have to sort through what
may turn out to be a huge volume of unnecessary medical records in every
claim. We will have to just hope that the decision makers have the capacity to
thoroughly and impartially review all medical evidence whether it is relevant
to your disability claim or not and whether they will be capable of doing so
without adding many months to the claims processing timeline.
How We Help
Simply put, the new regulations require that we assist our client in obtaining
information and evidence that must be submitted under the Social Security
Regulations. Because we now have the duty to provide all medical records that
come into our possession, regardless of whether it is material to a disability or
not, we cannot contact treating sources with requests to offer opinions about a
disability without being absolutely certain that that their opinion will be
supportive of a claim.
Even though these new regulations seem designed to justify denials and cause
delays in the processing of claims, the attorneys and staff at Insler &
Hermann, LLP remain committed to doing everything necessary to establish
our clients' claims for Disability and make sure that those claims move
through the claims process as quickly as possible.
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